HeARTful Teaching With CLIL for
Primary and Secondary
Language Teachers
Thursday 18th of May 2017, 9am - 3:15pm
Bendigo Art Gallery and The Language Toolbox combine to present ‘HeARTful Teaching With CLIL;’ a seminar
designed to utilise the Collective vision: 130 years exhibition. Suitable for teachers of all languages in the
primary and secondary sectors, this seminar looks at how teaching through the CLIL* methodology can
reignite the love of teaching and learning languages for you and your students. This seminar will provide you
with:
- knowledge of the *Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) teaching methodology and how to
incorporate CLIL practises into your teaching
- assistance in planning effective CLIL units for your students, taking inspiration from the Collective vision: 130
years exhibition
- knowledge regarding the many benefits of language-learning for all areas of the curriculum
- an understanding of ‘The Sideways Ladder’ approach to teaching and learning
- ideas and examples from many schools and classrooms
- strategies for developing a greater love of language-learning within - and across - your school
- inspiration for enhancing your current teaching and learning practises.
Participation in this seminar is in-line with the AITSL Standards, specifically; 1.1, 2.1, 3.2 and 6.3 and a
Certificate of Completion will be provided. More details of the standards can be located on the AITSL website;
http://www.aitsl.edu.au
Tilka Brown is a teacher, trainer and motivational speaker with The Language Toolbox.
For more information about Tilka's work with The Language Toolbox, please visit the website and social media
pages: http://www.thelanguagetoolbox.com.au
Collective vision: 130 years, on display from 4 March – 28 May is a major survey show of artworks from
Bendigo Art Gallery’s own collection, displayed in themes. As the artworks are drawn from the gallery’s
permanent collection, teachers will be able to develop ideas for using artworks beyond the dates of the
exhibition,
Morning tea, lunch and resource materials are included in the cost.

Bendigo Art Gallery members $80 /non-members $85
Bookings: http://www.bendigoartgallery.com.au/Education/Teachers/HeARTful_Teaching_With_CLIL
Schools can be invoiced.
Bookings close: 11 May
Venues: Bendigo Art Gallery, 42 View Street, Bendigo, and La Trobe Art Institute, 121 View Street, Bendigo.
Enquiries: Helen Attrill tel: 5434 6082; email: h.attrill@bendigo.vic.gov.au

Bendigo Art Gallery acknowledges the support of the Department of Education and Training through the Strategic Partnerships
Program and the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority.
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